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Text scanner[OCR] is a fantastic application that can easily convert or extract word and text from a documents, paper, books, pdf etc. From the feedback of our users, this OCR reader app have an accuracy as high as 99%. This OCR scanner app can be a very great tools for learning a language, decrease the effort by typing each letter out from a papers, note taking so on.

This OCR text scanner app use machine learning text recognition technology to recognise text on pictures, pdf file with high quality and high accuracy!  

OCR reader feature:
 â€¢ Free text recognition(OCR)
 â€¢ Highly accurate text detection
 â€¢ Scan photo to text
 â€¢ Extract text from pdf
 â€¢ Support multi-pages pdf files
 â€¢ Folder feature for history management
 â€¢ Support 100+ languages
 â€¢ Digitalize for copy & Share

How does OCR scanner work?
 â€¢ We back by the most powerful engine develop by Google(MLKit)
 â€¢ Simply select an image or documents and OCR text recogniser will automatically upload to the Google server for text recognition, it will try to extract every recognisable word.
 â€¢ Once the data is ready, we will cleans up the image, corrects the viewpoint and straightens text lines and return you a beautiful processing text.

Although we try our best, the OCR reader app might not be able to recognise hand writing. What are you waiting for? Start download our best OCR document scanner Today!
Updated on
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region, and age. The developer provided this information and may update it over time.[image: Icon image]No data shared with third partiesLearn more about how developers declare sharing
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May 18, 2022
This app is ideal. I don't know if it has a pro version but this basic version is easy to use and navigate. It scans even hand written texts on paper clearly. It also has a feature of adding common phrases for fast editing and works with browser apps too to scan QR codes.
7 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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September 8, 2022
Revised down from 4 stars because I had forgotten the original reason I uninstalled this which is they only allow you to scan three documents per day unless you pay for the app. This is absolutely ridiculous and therefore I'm totally done with this app.
5 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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April 13, 2022
It's very fantastic. It makes typing or re writing something easier, just snap short , editing and print. It's very good.
2 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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What's new


In this version(1.6)
- Major bug fix
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10, Lebuhraya Sprint, PJU 6A, Boulevard 47400, Petaling Jaya, Selangor
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